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1. Commission Activities
   a. IASCUD has been occupied with:
        **Workshop title:** “Diversity of science cultures during and after the Cold War”.
      - Organizing symposium proposal for CLMPST 2019, 5 – 10 August 2019 in Prague, Czech Republic.
        **Symposium title:** “Communication and exchanges among scientific cultures: Sharing, recycling, trading, and other forms of circulation”
   b. Publications arising from the work of the Commission in the last year:
      **Chemla, Karine** “Different clusters of text from ancient China, different mathematical ontologies”, Preprint handed out for the workshop “Science in the forest, Science in the past: Clash of ontologies and problems of translation”, organized by Geoffrey Lloyd, Aparecida Vilaça, Mauro Almeida and Manuela Carneiro da Cunha, Cambridge University, May 31- June 2, 2017. A revised version will appear in HAU: Journal of Ethnographic Theory (accepted)
   c. Other related activities: